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bstract

To investigate the structure and performance of simple and double bases propellants, the nitrocellulose (NC), nitroglycerin (NG), and double
ixed system (NC + NG) have been simulated by using the molecular dynamics (MD) method with the COMPASS force field. The interactions

etween NC and NG have been analyzed by means of pair correlation functions. The mechanical properties of the three model systems, i.e. elastic
oefficients, modulus, Cauchy pressure, and Poisson’s ratio, etc., have been obtained. It is found that the rigidity, ductibility, and tenacity of the

ouble bases propellants (NC + NG) are stronger than those of simple base propellants (NC), which attributes to the effect of NG and the strong
nteractions between NC and NG. The detonation properties of the three systems have also been calculated and the results show that compared
ith the simple base propellant (NC), the detonation heat and detonation velocity of the double base propellants (NC + NG) are increased.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Propellant, known as a kind of energetic materials for launch-
ng, usually contains fuel and oxidizer components. It has
idespread application in weapon equipment, space navigation,

nd industrial and agricultural production, so researches on pro-
ellant have received great attention for a long time. A typical
imple base propellant consists of a simple compound, usually
itrocellulose (NC), and a double bases propellant usually con-
ists of NC and nitroglycerin (NG), to which a plasticizer is
dded [1–4]. Both simple base and double bases propellants
re homogeneous. Modern composite propellants are heteroge-
eous mixtures, which use a crystallized salt as an oxidizer and
luminum as fuel. For a composite propellant, the relationship
etween its formulation and performance plays a key role in
ts formulation design. Therefore, much experimental work has
een done to investigate the issues related to the structure, formu-

ation, and properties of propellants. Computer simulations have
ncreasingly played an important role in this field. They can make
t possible to screen candidate formulation designs, thereby
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voiding expensive experimental tests. In addition, simulations
ay provide an understanding of the structure–performance

elationships in propellants, which in turn can help design better
nd more efficient laboratory tests.

A force field method, especially molecular dynamics (MD)
ethod, is an important and effective method to study the struc-

ure and performance of materials at present. Recently, our
nstitute firstly utilizes MD method to study the polymer-bonded
xplosive (PBX), a composite material [5–12]. Yet there is no
D-based studies reported on this kind of propellant. In this

tudy we choose simple and double bases propellants as an
xample to investigate the structure–performance relationships.
he destination in this study is to test the force field, method, and
odel, and to understand the correlations between the structure

nd performance for propellants. It is hoped that our studies pro-
ide some information and guidance for composite formulation
esign.

. Computational approach and details
.1. Computational model

The initial models were built by using materials studio (MS)
ackage [13]. As for NC, the backbone conformation is critical to

mailto:xiao@mail.njust.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2007.12.068
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Fig. 1. The primitive cell of NC and its supercell (3 × 2 × 1) (C). (A

ts performance. Due to lacking of the whole bulk cell parameters
nd space group of NC, we built its molecular chain with 52 helix
onformation suggested by Meader et al. [14]. Two chains of
olymer NC were placed in a periodic box with the lattice vectors
f a = 0.90 nm, b = 1.46 nm, and c = 2.54 nm, the lattice angles
f α = β = γ = 90◦, and the density of 1.49 g cm−3. Therefore,
he primitive cell of NC was obtained (see Fig. 1A and B) and
he initial model of simple base propellant was established and
hown in Fig. 1C.

The initial �-nitroglycerin (NG) structure was built based on
-ray diffraction data [15], with four molecules in a cell and
ig. 2 shows its primitive cell and supercell. When the hydroxyl
roups (–OH) of cellulose are replaced by nitro groups (–NO2),
he products are obtained with one, two or three substitutions
nd their nitrogen containing (N%) is 6.75, 11.11, and 14.14%,
espectively. In fact, we always get their mixture with diverse

ubstitution products due to difficulty in being nitrified com-
letely. The simple base propellant with nitrogen containing of
3.0% or above, was built from cellulose trinitrate in order to
implify the model.

b
o
t
I

Fig. 2. The primitive cell and supercell of �-nitroglycerin (NG
view, (B) side view and (C) initial model of simple base propellant.

As for the double bases propellant with its nitrogen contain-
ng of 12.0%, we built the initial model as follows in order to

eet the practical requirement of composite design. To empha-
ize the interaction between NC and NG, we choose the side
f NC, not the end groups, to contact NG because of the nitro
roups existing in outer side of the helix chain of NC. The dou-
le bases propellant model contains 10 helix NC chains and
3 NG molecules, with mass percentage of 58.1 and 41.9%,
espectively, and is shown in Fig. 3.

Therefore, we get the three initial models for the MD simu-
ations, as shown in Figs. 1C, 2B and 3.

.2. MD simulations

The COMPASS force field [16] is used to study the structures
nd properties of the NC, NG, and NC + NG. Its parameters have

een debugged and ascertained from the ab initio calculations,
ptimized according to the experimental values, and parame-
erized using extensive data for molecules in condensed phase.
ts nonbonded parameters have been further amended and val-

). (A) Primitive cell and (B) supercell (3 × 2 × 4) of NG.
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range of 5–10%, that is to say, the fluctuation of temperature is
within ±15 K and the energy is invariable or small fluctuation
around the average energy value. The MD systems here have
reached the equilibrium, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
ig. 3. The initial model of double bases propellant. The left is NG and the right
s NC.

dated by the thermal physical properties of the molecules in
iquid and solid phases obtained using the MD method. Conse-
uently, COMPASS is able to accurately predict the structural,
onformational, vibrational, and thermophysical properties for
broad range of compounds in both isolation and condensed

hases. Extensive validations have been performed [16–18]. The
esults are in good agreement with those from experiments. On
he other hand, this force field has been successfully employed
o investigate the nitrate esters [16]. It is therefore suitable for
erforming MD simulations on them.

The present molecular dynamics simulations of NC, NG,
nd NC + NG were performed using the COMPASS force field
nd periodic boundary conditions. The MD simulations were
onducted at constant volume and constant temperature (NVT)
onditions. After an equilibrium run, the module allows one to
ollect the results of the dynamics simulation in a trajectory
le. Through analyzing trajectory files, the static elastic proper-

ies and pair correlation functions were obtained. Considering
he condition of equilibrium and spend of CPU time, all the
imulation time is added to 0.2–0.3 ns. In the above-mentioned

D simulations, temperature controls were treated using Ander-
en method [19]. Nonbonded interactions, spline width, and
uffer width were truncated at 0.95, 0.1 and 0.05 nm, respec-
ively. All the calculations were implemented on a Pentium IV
C.

.3. Calculations of mechanical properties

Mechanical properties are estimated by using the loading
xperiments of MD simulation in MS. The loading experi-
ent is the simplest but the most important and extensive
ethod to measure the mechanical properties, such as elastic

nd plastic property, strain hardening and ductility, and so on

20]. By means of small deform loading experiment, the elas-
ic tensile stress can be accomplished. A total of three loading
xperiments is performed, in which a uniaxial tensile stress
s applied stepwise along the x, y or z directions. For each
Fig. 4. Plot of temperature vs. simulation time for NC + NG.

oading direction, constant stress dynamics is performed in a
eries of up to 10 stages, each of duration 1 ps. At the end
f each stage, the values of the internal stress tensor and the
train tensor are recorded. So the Hooke’s law is easy to get,
hich explicitly describes the stress–strain behavior of a mate-

ial. When more than one frame is analyzed, stress–strain data
re averaged for all the frames. The Young’s modulus (tensile
odulus, E) and Poisson’s ratio (v) are computed from the least-

quares fits of the averaged tensile stress versus tensile strain,
nd of the (negative) average lateral strain versus tensile strain
21].

The Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (v) may be
ritten in terms of the Lamé coefficients (μ and λ) as follows:
= μ(3λ + 2μ)/(λ + μ), v = λ/2(λ + μ). From this two formu-

as, one can calculate μ and λ, while bulk modulus (K) and
hear modulus (G) can be extracted through K = λ + 2μ/3 and
= μ.

. Results and discussion

.1. Criteria of system equilibrium

There are two criteria to judge the equilibrium: one is the
quilibrium of temperature and the other is the equilibrium of
nergy. The fluctuations of temperature and energy are in the
Fig. 5. Plot of energy vs. simulation time for NC + NG.
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applications in structural investigations of both solid and liquid
packing (local structure), in studying specific interactions such
as hydrogen bonding, and in statistical mechanical theories of
liquids and mixtures.

Table 1
Binding energy between NC and NG in double constituents system (kJ mol−1,
298 K)
Fig. 6. The equilibrium configurations after MD. (A), (B) and (C) a

.2. Equilibrium configuration and interactions between
onstituents

After the MD simulations, one can get the equilibrium con-
gurations of the three models. Fig. 6 illustrates the equilibrium
onfigurations of NC (A), NG (B), and double constituents sys-
em (NC + NG) (C), respectively.

Comparing the equilibrium configuration of NC with that
efore MD (Fig. 1C), part of the helix backbone of NC after MD
s slightly uncoiled due to the rotation and torsion of flexible
hain. The configuration of NG is hardly changed after MD,
hile the interface of double constituents system NC + NG is

hanged much owing to the interactions between NC and NG.
From the equilibrium configuration of trajectory files

fter MD, the energy of the system NC + NG (Etotal)

eaches −12,189.8 kJ mol−1. The energy of NC (ENC) is
1542.3 kJ mol−1 by moving NG from the equilibrium system
C + NG. When NC is removed from the system, the energy of
G (ENG) can be got. So the binding energy between NC and

E
E
E
�

equilibrium configurations of NC, NG, and NC + NG, respectively.

G can be calculated according to �E = −(Etotal − ENC − ENG),
hich is shown in Table 1. It can be seen that there exist the

nteractions between NC and NG.
The interactions between each constituent can be further

nalyzed by examining pair correlation function. The pair cor-
elation function gives a measure of the probability of finding
nother atom at a distance r from a specific atom. It has many
total −12189.8

NC −1542.3

NG −8281.5
E 2366.0
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⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢ ⎥⎥ = ⎢⎢ ⎥⎥⎢⎢ ⎥⎥
Fig. 7. The pair correlation functions for H(NC) and O(NG) (A and B).

In general, intermolecular actions include hydrogen bonding
ction and van der Waals (vdw) force, in which the vdw force is
omposed of dipole–dipole, induction, and dispersion force. If
he distance between atoms is 2.6–3.1, 3.1–5.0 or above 5.0 Å,
he interaction belongs to hydrogen bonding, strong vdw, or
eak vdw force, respectively. Although the hydrogen bonding

ction is weaker than chemical bond, it is the strongest force
mong intermolecular actions and can strengthen them.

As for NC and NG, the hydrogen bonding may exist between
(O) of NC and O(H) of NG, so the pair correlation functions

hould be analyzed separately. When the pair correlation func-
ions of H(NC) and O(NG) are analyzed, H(NC) and O(NG)
re sets 1 and 2, respectively. Then the pair correlation function
nalysis can be performed on two sets and the results are shown
n Fig. 7. When these of O(NC) and H(NG) are analyzed, the
ormer is set 1 and the latter set 2. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 shows the pair correlation function results of H(NC)
nd O(NG). Fig. 7A presents three total results of set 1, set
, and two sets, i.e. g11(r) total, g22(r) total, and g12(r) total.
ach result includes inter- and intra-molecular interactions, that

s, g11(r) total = g11(r) inter + g11(r) intra, g22(r) total = g22(r)
nter + g22(r) intra, g12(r) total = g12(r) inter + g12(r) intra. But
he g12(r) inter is closely related to the interactions of double
onstituents. So we draw g12(r) inter from the total results and
ade further analysis on it. The result of g12(r) inter is shown
n Fig. 7B.
From Fig. 7B, we can see the probability distribution for

(NC) and O(NG) atoms. Within the scope of 0–5.0 Å, a peak

⎢⎢⎣
Fig. 8. The pair correlation functions for O(NC) and H(NG) (A and B).

ocates in 2.3–2.8 Å, which suggests that there is a high probabil-
ty for the two atoms in the distance and the interaction between
hem belongs to hydrogen bonding action. Part of the peaks lies
n 4.0–5.0 Å and the interaction belongs to strong vdw force.
o, there are the hydrogen bonding action and strong vdw force
etween H(NC) and O(NG).

Similarly, Fig. 8 illustrates the pair correlation function
esults for O(NC) and H(NG). Within the scope of 0–5.0 Å in
ig. 8B, the peaks locate in 2.0–3.0 Å or 4.0–5.0 Å, the interac-

ion between them belongs to hydrogen bonding and strong vdw
orce, separately.

Therefore, there is the hydrogen bonding action and strong
dw force between NC and NG, which is the main cause of
he strong interactions between them. Moreover, most of the
ydrogen bonding actions exist between O(NC) and H(NG).

.3. Mechanical property

It is known from elastic mechanics that the generalized
ooke’s law can be written as follows [19]

σx

σy

σz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢

C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16

C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26

C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢
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εz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥
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τxy
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Table 2
Mechanical properties of NC, NG and (NC + NG) (GPa, 298 K)

NC NG NC + NG

C11 3.4 12.7 7.2
C22 4.6 26.4 7.0
C33 5.5 13.1 10.3
C44 1.2 4.1 1.7
C55 1.3 5.9 1.8
C66 1.4 4.8 1.7
C12 1.1 3.4 3.4
C13 0.6 7.7 2.5
C23 0.7 0.8 2.6
C15 −0.2 0.0 −0.2
C25 −0.1 0.0 0.2
C35 0.3 0.0 −0.3
C46 0.0 0.0 0.0
Tensile modulus (E) 4.2 16.0 6.7
Poisson’s ratio (v) 0.15 0.19 0.26
Bulk modulus (K) 2.0 8.5 4.6
Shear modulus (G) 1.8 6.7 2.7
K/G 1.11 1.27 1.70
C –C −0.1 −0.7 1.7
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tion heat and velocity with improved mechanical properties,
strengthened ductibility, and tenacity, which predicts that it
has the better comprehensive performance than simple base
one.

Table 3
Detonation properties of NC, NG and (NC + NG)

NC NG NC + NG

Density, ρ (g cm−3) 1.49 1.84 1.60
Heat of formation, �Hf (kcal mol−1) −762.9 −82.4 –
12 44

ensity, ρ (g cm−3) 1.49 1.84 1.60

Because of the existence of the strain energy, the elastic coef-
cient matrix of a material should satisfy the formula: Cij = Cji,
ven for an extremely anisotropic body and there are 21 inde-
endent elastic coefficients. For an isotropic solid, there are only
wo independent elastic coefficients (C11 and C12). Accordingly,
ach modulus and Poisson’s ratio can be obtained based on two
amé coefficients (C11 − C12 = 2μ and C12 = λ). The program
an assume a material as isotropic and calculate the effective
sotropic mechanical properties.

The static mechanical properties including elastic coeffi-
ients, elastic modulus, Cauchy pressure, and Poisson’s ratio
f NC, NG, and (NC + NG) are shown in Table 2. Elastic coef-
cients Cij (i, j = 1–6) manifest that there are different elastic
ffects everywhere in materials. Elastic modulus, a measure-
ent of rigidity, is the ratio of stress to strain. The larger the

ensile modulus of a material is, the stronger its rigidity is [19].
he increase of Poisson’s ratio suggests that the plastic property

ncreases. Cauchy pressure (C12–C44), shown in Table 2, can be
sed as a criterion to evaluate the ductibility and brittleness of a
aterial. Usually, the value of (C12–C44) for a ductile material

s positive, contrarily, that is negative for a brittle material. In
ddition, the ratio (bulk modulus/shear modulus, K/G) can be
sed to evaluate the tenacity of a material. Usually, the greater
he value of K/G is, the better tenacity a material possesses
22].

According to this, in Table 2, the elastic coefficients and mod-
lus of NC are much smaller than those of NG, which suggests
he elasticity of NC is stronger than that of NG due to the con-
ormation switch of polymer NC. The tensile modulus of pure
G is 16.0 GPa, which predicts that NG has the strong rigid-

ty to resist deformation, but when an amount of NC is put

n it, the tensile modulus decreases to 6.7 GPa, which shows
hat the elasticity of the obtained double constituents system
reatly strengthens. That is, the NC + NG possesses stronger

D
D
D

aterials 156 (2008) 201–207

igidity compared with NC. The Cauchy pressure (C12–C44)
f pure NC is −0.1 GPa, and the (C12–C44) of NC + NG is
.7 GPa, which suggests the ductibility of NC + NG are greatly
mproved. As for K/G, the value of NC (1.11) is smaller than
hat of NC + NG (1.70), which manifests the latter has better
enacity than the former. This predicts that the impact tenac-
ty of the double bases propellant has been improved. Thus,
he double bases propellant is easy to meet explosive load-
ng.

From Table 2, it can be seen that the tensile modulus of NC
s 4.2 GPa, but that of NC + NG is 6.7 GPa, which attributes to
he rigid NG. The data in Table 2 predict that pure NC and NG
re brittle due to their negative Cauchy pressure, and the Cauchy
ressure of NC + NG increases to 1.7 GPa and the ductibility of
C + NG is stronger than that of NC and NG. So, the strength-

ned ductibility results from the interactions between NC and
G. Similar analysis on K/G illustrates that the strong inter-

ction is the main cause of strengthened tenacity. Therefore,
he strong interactions between NC and NG make interface

olecule conformation change and do ductibility and tenacity
trengthen.

.4. Detonation heat, detonation velocity, and detonation
ressure

Detonation heat, detonation velocity, and detonation pressure
re important parameters of an explosive. For pure NC and NG,
he detonation velocity and pressure can be obtained accord-
ng to Kamlet formulas [23], in which the other parameters are
rom literatures (for instance, Ref. [24]). For the double bases
xplosive, NC + NG, detonation heat can be obtained based on
v = Qv1m1 + Qv2m2 + Qv3m3 (mi is the percentage of mass) and
etonation velocity can be got according to ω–Γ formulas [25],
D = 33.05Q1/2 + 243.2ωρ, where Q, ω, and ρ denotes the char-
cteristic heat, heat factor, and density of explosive, respectively.
can be obtained from MD equilibrium configuration. So, the

etonation properties of NC, NG, and NC + NG are gotten and
isted in Table 3.

From Table 3, it can be seen that the detonation heat, detona-
ion velocity, and pressure of NC are smaller than those of NG
ut the detonation heat and velocity of NC + NG is larger than
hose of NC due to the effect of NG.

Therefore, double bases propellant possesses large detona-
etonation heat, Qv (kJ kg−1) 4427 6318 5128
etonation velocity, VD (m s−1) 7297 7700 7573
etonation pressure, PD (GPa) 20.9 25.3 –
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. Conclusions

By the MD simulations and theoretical calculations of the
itle substances, several conclusions can be drawn:

1) The COMPASS force field is fit for the simulations of NC,
NG, and NG + NG systems.

2) Compared with simple base propellant (NC), the elasticity
of double bases one (NC + NG) decreases and its rigidity
increases, which attributes to the effect of NG; moreover,
its ductibility and tenacity increase, which attributes to the
strong interactions between NC and NG.

3) The detonation heat and velocity of double bases propellant
is larger than those of simple base one due to the effect of
NG.

4) Complex effects in the constituents should be taken into
account in the design of composite propellants. MD simula-
tion may provide some theoretical information and guidance
for composite propellant design.
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